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._ selective context for favoring animals that
possessed intellectual structures capable
of coping with the daily ins and outs of
being pan of a social comrnunity, and ulti-
mately. according to Baron-Cohen, the
mindreading system. Just imagine what an

advanage k would be, Baron-Cohen prods
us, if you could anticipate what your rivals

were likely to do nercc And what better
way of anticipating their next move, than
to assess their inner menal satesl Who
is she poying oftendon tol Whar does he

wont? \y'Vhat does she &mwl To Baron-
Cohen the implications rre obvious: 'The
lack of competitive akermtives to mind-
reading that could produce equal or bener
success...mekes k clearer why natural
selection might have htdred onto mind-
reading as an adaptive solution to the
problem of predicting bdravior and sharing

informadon'(p. 30).

Wthout debating the potential utiliry of
theory of mind in a social context, let us

sketch a very different pkture ofthe evo-
lution of this cognitive rystem that is

emerging fi.om our research comparing
theory-of-mind development in young
children and hs expression (or lack
thereoQ in chimpanzees.Take dre case of
gaze-following, which &ron-Cohen uses

as evidence of the prwrce of EDD in

human inhnts. He notes *nt by nine
months or rc children bqin following the
line-of-sight of others. 8y 18 months this
behavior is well consofidated. Just look
behind a 2-year-old and watch them spin

around as ifto check to see what you are

looking ac Euc as he not s, our research

shows that this sight gry work equally

well with chimpanzeesH. On the one

hand, we migh have no problem with this.

Chimpanzees are highly sochl creaures
who are Machhvellian beasa por excellonce

they gaze into each others'eye as ifto ex'
tract meaning and'maniptdate' and'deceive'

their way through highly comPetitive social

situadons'. Therefore, h the conte:<t of
tlreir gaze-following abilities, wly not iust
graff them an undersandng of dre inten-

tionality of 'seeing'l The problem ls that
comparative work with drirnpanzees and

Blind to mindl lt rhymes, and perhaps

exacdy such a poetic query miglrt occur to
those unfamiliar with the field of 'theory
of mind' who find themselves thumbing
through Baron-Cohen's Mittdblindness,
After all, it is an especially intriguing book
in which developmenal pathologies, evo.
lutionary scenarios, studies of the social

intelligence of chimpanzees and children,
and lines from Shakespeare, Emercon,
Shelley and Byron, are all woven together
into an account of the development and

evolution of humanity's most puzzling cog-
nitive achievement - our ability to make
inferences about the unobservable menal
lives of ourselves and those around us.

Earon-Cohen presents a model in
which four purponed brain modules inter-
act to produce the human 'mindreadin{
s)rstem - our ability rc represent and

reason about the inner mental sates of
ourselves and others. The intellectual
motivrdon for chancterizing the mind-

reading system in terms of modules
derives from Jerry Fodor'sr resurecdon
of separate brain mechanisms, each rela-

dvely independent of the other. sewing

sp€cilic functions. ln the spirit of Alan

Leslie and David Premack Baroo-Cohen

ofren his own list of four prepackaged

theory-of-mind brain modules, each per-
forming specialized compucrdons which
ultimately interact to produce the human

mindreading system: an lntentionality
Detector (lD), an Eye Direction Detector
(EDD), a Shared Anention Mechanism

(SAM), and a Theory of Mind Mechanism

ffoMM). Fint, lD is envisioned as a hard-
wired perceptual device which interprets
moving stimuli in terms of desires and

goals. ln parallel, EDD is envisioned as

detecting the presence and direction of
ey$, and also interprets gaze as 'seelng'
(doesshe see thoer). Both lD and EDD pro-
duce lnpus lnto SAM, which ls envisioned

as formlng relationships among dre self,

other agents and obiects (do you ond I see

dre some thingT). Finally, ToMM is seen as

unifing the separate notions of acention,
desire, intention, and knowledge and belief,
into a coherent theoretical apparatus for
understanding behavior in mentalistic
tenns - a theory of mind.

lf everyday humans are mindreaders,
dren wtro are the 'mindblind'to which the
title of Baron-Cohen's essay refersl
Baron-Cohen proposes that the syndrome
ofautism might be characterized in exacdy
this mannen mindblindness. ln the early
l9&)s, Baron-Cohen was among the first
to propose that the cognitive development
of autistic persons might be very different
from that of normal children: in shorc they
migln possess a profound dysfunction in
dreory of mindl. Autistic penrons mighr, ro
a hrge exteng be unaware ofthe existence
of rmny of the menal states that we take
for granted. Much of Baron-Cohen's book
b dwoed to reviewing his and others'
inncative work investigadng theory-of-
mind limiations in autistic persons, and in
speculating on how different subgroups of
autism might be the result of slighdy dif-
ferent impairments in v"rious modules of
his hypotheshed mindrading sy$em.

Baron-Cohen's book is fascinating and

far-reaching, but we wish to focus on a

recurring theme of his essay concerning

the wolution of theory of mind. On the
surface, his account of the evoludon of
dre mindreading system seems plausible.

Evolution has designed the component
brain modules that social creatures need

to mvigate their way tlrrough the complex
social milieu of groupJiving. For example,
throughout Chapter 3, Baron-Cohen turns
to the Machiavellian lnelligence hypoth-
esis (originally espoused by Alison Jolly in
dre mid-196G) as an appropriate way of
drinking about the evolution of dre mind-
reading system. Here, h is the social com-
pluity of grouplMng that has created a
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Ioung children reveals that whereas human

toddlers and preschoolers seem to develop

a system for interpreting each others' (and

their own) behavior in mentalisdc ways,

chimpanzees might be doing neitherl5T.
Thus, although chimpanzees a.e maslers a!
using each others' gaze to discover things
not in lheir immediare visual field, every

method we have developed to ask them,
do you undentand hot tision b obout (0. refe6
o) somedring?. they have unseltconsciously
replied, 'no'r. This discovery ofan apparent
dissociadon berween sophisticated gaze-

following and an appreciation of the mental
state of attention behind gaze, nises trou-
bling questions. On the one hand, it raises

the question of whedrer the behaviors
Baron-Cohen cites as evidence of shared
attention in 9- to lS.mondl-olds (thar is,

pointing, gaze-following, gze-alternation),
are really an indication of an undeFtanding
of the mental state of atlenrion. lf apes

follow your gaze without appreciatlnS the
aftentional states behind lc so too might
human infants.

However, it ls possible that we need to
be prepared to think differendy about cer.
oin behaviors dependinS on whelher apes

or human infanlr are displalng rhem.
Perhaps when apes engage in 'ihared
acention' behaviors they do not under.
sand them in r menelistic hshion, but
when human lnfants engage in the exact
same behaviors they do. Before we are
atacked fo. creating a double-sandard,
consider the following. Might t no! be the
case that gaze-following, deception, and dre
like are faidy ancienr befioeb.ol mecha.
nisms which evolved long before anything
like SAM or ToMM were ln phcel Perhaps

it is our lpecies alone dut has specialized
in representing each other's mental states,
and in doint so have been placed in dle
unique position of being able lo .einrer-
p.et ancestral behavio.-al patlerns, which
evolved long before humans appeared on
rhe scenet. For example, after following
someone's gaze, when is ir, exacdy, tha(
humans wonder what h is they are looking
at! Does our behavior follow from the
mentalistic quer/, or i5 h exactly the
reversel We suspect that much of rhe
soclal value of theory of mind occun ln

exacrly this retrospective way - as a means
for planning future social action, not as a
means of solving on-line social problems.
To put tlre point direcdy, whereas Baron.
Cohen (and others) tend to describe social

creatures as needinS a powerful theory
of mind h dre thick of social 5itlation5
(pp. 23_30), we envision nearly the oppo-
site: what they need mos! is a means of
qlickly selecting the appropriate behav-

ioral sc.ipt in order rc acr r.pidly. Theoo/
of mind b m added bonus.

Thus, h humans there appears to be

a connection betwe'ei an expression of
certain Hlavigrs and at leas! a relrospec-
tive mentalinic interprerarion of them.
However, dis connection might reflect
the op€ration of evolutionary innovations
p€culiar to our species, which now develop

alongiide r|ore ancestral behaviors that
were originlly unconnected widr an under-
standing of mental states. Two versions of
this possibfity exisc Firsq humans might

start off oo a different track altoSether, so

that durfug each step of coSnirive develotr
ment .n ioterpretative mechanism related

to theory of mind allows for a qualitatively

differeit &ind of unde.standing of behavior
dlan dlar *hich is present in m6st other
speci6. ln d s case, the evolutionary inno-
radon in 6eory of mind was woven into
the eady portions of the arcestral cognitive
developntental pathways. A second possi-

bility i: that the behaviors rhar Baron-Cohen
and odErs t€e as evidence rha! 9-monrh.old
inhnt humans engage in 'shared aftention'
or 'intentionality detection'. are in truth
supponed b/ no more than clever be-
haviolrl a&orithms. h mQht be that rather
than meddling wlth the eadiest ponions of
dre shar€d cotflitive pathways of grea!
apes and humans, evolution hal woven in a

theory-of-mind qarem at later stages. For
e)€mple, it b quite compadble with a scep-

tical view of the developmental lirerature
in this erea drat human infanB must await
their secood year of life before drey develop
the mfudonarit nov€l cognitive strucfires
that allow dlem to move from a srate of
'mindblindners' to a vantage point from
whidr drey can see the behavior ol them-
selv6 and otheG in genuinely meotalistic
termt

lluch ofwhat we have said is compatible

wirh many of Baron-Cohen's ideas. How.
ever, this view does mean thac we need to
seriously rethink the evolutionar), approach

Baron-Cohen adopts to the problem ar

hand. Evolutjon will be of very lide heurisric

help if we are content to say, 'il exisq

thercfote it must have evolved' lf cheory of
mind is largely absent in such socialspecies

a5 chimpanzees and other non-human pri.
maqes, then what does the Machiavellian

lntelligence hypothesis really con(ibute ro
our understanding of the evolutionary

history of mindreadingl For that matteG
even if our ongoing research ukimarely
reveals aspects of a limited mindreading

sysrem in chimpanzees, whac about the
many other social mammals and insects for
whom rhe 'contlntency sance' miSht

work jusr finel To be sure, we c.n imagine

how theory of mind might be useful in
sgcial siruations, bw if most social organ-

ismi have no theory of mind then how can

we offer socialiq as an explanation for it5

evolutionl Execdy how social a creatire
need you be to evolve SAM or Tol"lMl
What is it about grouplivint p€r se that
has driven the evolution of yrdous aspects

ot theoq/ of mindl Although Baron.Cohen
cerainly does not purport to answer

these questions, his hs€inatinS excurslon

cenainly sets the stage for asking them.
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